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Abstract—Human detection in dense crowds is an important problem, as it is a prerequisite to many other visual tasks, such as
tracking, counting, action recognition or anomaly detection in behaviors exhibited by individuals in a dense crowd. This problem is
challenging due to the large number of individuals, small apparent size, severe occlusions and perspective distortion. However,
crowded scenes also offer contextual constraints that can be used to tackle these challenges. In this paper, we explore context for
human detection in dense crowds in the form of a locally-consistent scale prior which captures the similarity in scale in local
neighborhoods and its smooth variation over the image. Using the scale and confidence of detections obtained from an underlying
human detector, we infer scale and confidence priors using Markov Random Field. In an iterative mechanism, the confidences of
detection hypotheses are modified to reflect consistency with the inferred priors, and the priors are updated based on the new
detections. The final set of detections obtained are then reasoned for occlusion using Binary Integer Programming where overlaps and
relations between parts of individuals are encoded as linear constraints. Both human detection and occlusion reasoning in proposed
approach are solved with local neighbor-dependent constraints, thereby respecting the inter-dependence between individuals
characteristic to dense crowd analysis. In addition, we propose a mechanism to detect different combinations of body parts without
requiring annotations for individual combinations. We performed experiments on a new and extremely challenging dataset of dense
crowd images showing marked improvement over the underlying human detector.
Index Terms—Crowd analysis, dense crowds, human detection, scale context, spatial priors, locally-consistent scale prior,
combinations-of-parts detection, global occlusion reasoning, deformable parts model, Markov Random Field
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INTRODUCTION

C

ROWD Analysis is fundamental to solving many realword problems. It is important for management of
crowded events, such as protests, demonstrations, marathons, rallies, political speeches and music concerts which
are characterized by gatherings of thousands of people. It
has use in the design of public spaces and infrastructure, as
well as in their expansion and modification, by analyzing
the counts of customers and commuters that frequent and
travel through these places. It has applications in computer
graphics as well, where crowd simulation models can be
learned using data from real-world crowded scenes. But,
perhaps its most important use is in visual surveillance and
anomaly detection. The recurrent and tragic stampedes at
pilgrimages [1] and parades [23] as well as the recent terrorist attack at a marathon [5] call for improved and sophisticated techniques for visual analysis of dense crowds.
Since human detection is the primary task even in noncrowded scenes, as it precedes person tracking, action recognition, anomaly detection and higher-level event classification, it has the same importance in crowded scenes where
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all the other tasks aimed at individuals depend on it. But, a
crowd is more than the sum of individuals; the difficulty of
computer vision tasks increases disproportionately depending on the number of individuals making up the crowd.
This can be gauged by the fact that the human response to
an image of a crowd is much slower than that on a noncrowd image. For instance, a human or a member of surveillance team can easily detect, track and count in an image of
few people, but when presented with a crowd image
containing hundreds to thousands of people, will require a
considerably large amount of time. Thus, the straightforward extension of computer vision algorithms does not
yield corresponding improvement [41], [49]. And since
human detection is fundamental to other tasks in crowd
analysis, it assumes even more importance. Until now, the
methods that track individuals in dense crowds manually
initialize the individuals and track them across frames [3],
[28], primarily due to the difficult nature of human detection in crowded scenes.
Dense crowds offer a set of challenges when it comes to
visual analysis—fewer pixels per target, perspective effects
and severe occlusions. But, they also provide constraints
which can be employed to tackle these challenges. These
can be both contextual (spatial) or temporal constraints. For
instance, tracking methods for dense crowds learn the
crowd flow, and use that flow to reliably track individuals
in the crowd [3], [28], [37]. Such use of repetition of behavior
in time is largely exclusive to dense crowds. In this
paper, on the other hand, we explore the use of spatial or
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Fig. 1. This figure shows several images from the dataset on which experiments were performed. Although there are severe occlusions and pose variations, the consistency in scale (size of humans) is evident in all images which can be used to restrict the space of detection hypotheses in these
images.

contextual constraints for improving human detection. Consider, for instance, the images in Fig. 1 which depict crowds
of varying densities. In all the images, it can be observed
that the scale or size of neighboring individuals is similar.
Furthermore, although the scale changes across all the
images, the change in scale is gradual due to the perspective
effect and position of the camera which is generally overhead. Even when the camera is not located overhead or
there are multiple ground planes, for instance, stairs, stadiums, or multiple head planes, e.g., people sitting and standing, the scale is still locally consistent but with sharp
discontinuities due to humans at various heights and
depths. These qualitative observations can be embedded in
a discontinuity-preserving Markov Random Field that captures the scale of an entire image. Similarly, there can be
several heuristic based methods for occlusion handling, but
such methods are not applicable in dense crowds, as there
are no isolated pairs of individuals which have to be reasoned for occlusion - individual A may occlude B, individual B may occlude C and so on, making all of them tied to
each other. An incorrect solution for one individual in a
greedy algorithm can affect detection of many other individuals. Thus, instead of developing a greedy or heuristic
solution, we leverage the advanced solutions of Integer Programming to simultaneously reason all occlusions and infer
visible areas of detections. Unlike, non-crowd human detection methods that detect and localize humans in isolation,
our approach solves the problem in a global fashion,
thereby, honoring the relationship that individuals in a
dense crowd have with each other.
The key ideas presented in this paper are independent of
the underlying human detector used, but due to its popularity, we used Deformable Parts Model (DPM) [18] to obtain
the scales and confidences of humans and their component
parts, which are then used by the proposed method. Since
individuals in dense crowds undergo severe occlusions,
and full-body human detection is not sufficient to detect all
humans, part-based analysis, therefore, assumes greater significance in such scenes. We propose a solution to detect
combinations-of-parts of humans which is able to increase
recall by detecting partially occluded humans—a common
occurrence in dense crowds. This allows us to have multiple
detectors that use same parts, which spares us from partspecific annotations and is computationally efficient as it
reuses results of filter responses on the shared parts.
Our approach bridges the gap between holistic
approaches to crowds and isolated analysis of individuals
in non-crowded scenes. The contributions of this paper are

summarized as follows: 1) use of locally-consistent scale
prior for human detection and an approach for its application in dense crowds, 2) a method to create detectors comprising multiple parts without requiring annotations of
those parts, made possible through the use of Latent SVM,
3) occlusion reasoning in crowds with a global solution, and
4) a new and challenging dataset of dense crowd images
with tens of thousands of annotated humans.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We present
literature relevant to our problem in Section 2, followed by
technical details of the proposed approach in Section 3.
Then, we provide results of our extensive evaluation on the
new dataset in Section 4. Finally, we conclude with suggestions for future work in Section 5.

2

RELATED WORK

Human detection is often the precursor to many computer
vision tasks and the problem has been tackled by various
approaches in literature [8], [12], [13], [16], [18], [26], [29],
[35], [43], [47]. A recent comprehensive survey by Dollar
et al. [14] compares various state-of-the-art pedestrian
detectors and evaluates their performance based on scale,
degree of occlusion and localization accuracy. They
conclude that under partial occlusion the performance
degrades significantly, and becomes disappointing at low
resolutions. The authors make an assessment that there is
still a considerable gap between the current and desired
performance of these human detectors. However, they do
suggest that the use of some form of context and better
occlusion handling can improve the performance of detectors. Another survey from the perspective of traffic safety is
by Geronimo et al. [22] which focuses on application of
pedestrian detection to assist drivers, with the goal of avoiding possible accidents and casualties.
Human detection poses a range of challenges, the most
important of which are to deal with articulation and occlusions. The non-rigid structure and deformity in humans is
modeled using the notion of constituent parts which allow
certain degree of displacement of parts relative to their
desired positions. Several part-based approaches have been
proposed in the literature [18], [20], [30], [44], [46]. In [18],
the part filters are learned and applied individually, with
each part placed relative to the root location and a deformation cost added to the final confidence. Similarly, some of
the recent approaches have used the visibility of parts to
infer the occluded regions. Ouyang and Wang in a series of
papers handle occlusion by modeling visibility of parts as
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hidden variables [31], explicit training of multi-person
detection [33] or automatically through deep learning [32].
Enzweiler et al. [17] use mixture-of-expert classifiers and
train them on features from intensity, depth, and motion to
handle partial occlusions. Duan et al. [15] describe the relations between parts using manually defined rules in a hierarchical structure of words, sentences and paragraphs to
deal with articulation and occlusions. Wang et al. [43] train
a HOG-LBP/SVM classifier, and present a method to find
contributions from individual parts, which are used to construct an occlusion map depicting visible regions in detections. Unlike [43] which divides the regular SVM bias
among rigid blocks of the human detector for occlusion reasoning, we propose to divide the Latent SVM bias term
among deformable parts to automatically create detectors
for different combinations of body parts. In particular, we
create head, head and shoulder and upper body detectors
besides the full body detector using only the annotations for
complete humans.
State-of-the-art human detectors perform reasonably
well to handle deformation and mild occlusions in noncrowded scenes. However in dense crowds, where individuals undergo severe occlusions, large deformations as well
as extreme variations in apparent size, human detection
becomes an extremely challenging task. For detection in
low-density crowd scenes, a unified probabilistic framework by Yan et al. [48] uses appearance and spatial interaction to describe multiple pedestrians. Improved occlusion
handling using a multi-view geometry approach is presented by Ge and Collins [21], who estimate the number of
people in a crowd and their locations by sampling from a
posterior distribution over a 3d crowd configuration. Similarly, Arteta et al. [4] propose a method to correctly detect
overlapping objects using segmentations in video sequences. Crowd density is utilized by Rodriguez et al. [38] who
show improved person localization and tracking performance in crowded scenes. They formulate the problem as
an optimization of a joint energy function by incorporating
confidences of detections subject to overlap and scenespecific density constraints. A video is divided into two
sets, where the first set with annotated humans is used to
train the density estimator, while the second set is used for
testing. The ideas presented in this paper are complementary to [38], but our goal is to use cues or priors that are generally applicable, and not learned from, and applied on,
individual scenes or videos.
Human detection is a pre-requisite to tracking, but due to
the difficulty in detecting humans in dense crowds,
approaches rely on temporal repetition in the form of
motion patterns [28], [50] and floor fields [3] to track and
analyze crowded scenes, and require manual initialization
of tracks. Ali and Shah [3] use this idea in the form of floor
fields, which determine the probability of motion from one
location to another. Crowd behavior has been similarly
modeled by Rodriguez et al. [37] in unstructured scenes to
track individuals. Rodriguez et al. [39] use a large collection
of crowd videos to learn motion patterns which are then
used to drive a tracking algorithm. Multi-target tracking
combined with motion pattern learning by Zhao et al. [50]
has shown to improve tracking in structured crowds. It
requires user labeling of the target in the first frame, which
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is used to learn a detector, later employed to detect and
track other similar objects in the sequence. The common
theme in these works is temporal modeling of crowd
motion and manual initialization of individual tracks. In
addition to tracking, human detection can also be used as a
source of information for counting as was done by Idrees
et al. [25] who used only the head detections for estimating
the number of people in an image. This work differs from
[25] as our goal is human detection in terms of bounding
boxes and not just counting which produces one number
for an entire image. Thus, improved human detection is
consequential for counting where it can improve count estimation, as well as for tracking in dense crowds where it can
significantly reduce the effort of manual initialization.
Inspired from human visual system which makes use
of contextual information to detect and recognize objects,
context in computer vision has been extensively studied
and used to improve object detection. Researchers have
experimented with various approaches: semantics [6],
image statistics [42], shape context [36], pixel context [8],
[45] and color/texture cues [40], 3D geometric context
[24] as well as intensity/depth/motion cues [17]. Divvala
et al. [11] evaluate several sources of context and propose
the use of geographic context and object spatial support.
The work by Desai et al. [9] focuses on learning spatial
context to simultaneously predict labeling of a scene
while bypassing heuristic-based post-processing steps.
Similarly, Ding and Xiao [10] combine the local window
with neighborhood windows to construct a multi-scale
image context descriptor from HOG-LBP features. Scale
information has also been used in different areas, which
is either obtained manually or is scene-specific [7], [27],
[34] and sometimes requires knowledge of camera parameters [2]. In this paper, we propose to use context in the
form of locally-consistent scale prior which enforces
the constraint that the size of proximal individuals in a
dense crowd is consistent and similar, though there may
be occasional discontinuities. Closely related with scale
prior is the confidence prior which gives the confidence
of the associated scale at each location in the image. We
show that both of these priors can be automatically discovered from the scene and are extremely relevant to
detecting humans in dense crowds.

3

FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe our approach in detail. To keep
the paper self-contained, we first describe essential details
of Deformable Parts Model [18] that are relevant to our
approach, using the same notation as in [18]. We, then,
describe how scale and confidence priors are automatically
discovered from given images by refining the priors and
human detections in an iterative fashion. Next, we present a
technique to detect combinations-of-parts using the existing
DPM formulation. Finally, the set of putative detections are
globally reasoned for occlusion, resulting in bounding boxes
on the visible parts of humans as output. Note that the
choice of DPM as underlying detector is arbitrary, any
human detection algorithm which performs detection at
multiple scales and uses part-based models can be substituted in its place.
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3.1 Background: Deformable Parts Model
In order to capture the changes in viewpoint as well as variations in pose due to the articulation, Deformable Parts Model
[18] uses HOG features to match appearance, and instead of
using just the filter scores from rigid templates, it considers
deformation, which when represented as a score, measures
the displacement of parts from their ideal locations.
To detect objects at multiple scales, a feature pyramid H
is constructed with L levels, with p ¼ ðx; y; lÞ representing
the position ðx; yÞ at level l in the pyramid. The parameter 
determines the rate for scale sampling in H, i.e.,  is the
number of levels down the pyramid at which the resolution
doubles compared to a given level. The feature vector at
position p in the pyramid is given by fðH; pÞ. The appearance score is, then, simply the dot product between filter,
F 0 , and feature vector, i.e., F 0  fðH; pÞ. The model for part i
is represented as Pi ¼ ðFi ; vi ; di Þ, where Fi is the filter for the
ith part, vi is the anchor position w.r.t root position, and di
is the deformation cost. The deformation score of a part
with displacement ðdx ; dy Þ is given as di  fd ðdx ; dy Þ, where
fd returns the deformation features. Finally, an object model
with n parts is given by ðF0 ; P1 ; P2 ; . . . Pn ; bÞ, where F0 is the
root filter, Pi is the model for ith part consisting of appearance and deformation costs, and b is the constant bias term.
The confidence output by human detector, conf HD , for each
hypothesis is the sum of scores from the root filter, filter
and deformation scores from the parts, plus the bias, i.e.,
conf HD ðp0 ; p1 ; p2 ; . . . pn Þ
n
n
X
X
¼
Fi0  fðH; pi Þ 
di  fd ðdxi ; dyi Þ þ b:
i¼0

(1)

Fig. 2. Human detection in DPM [18] is performed using L ¼ 67 levels of
the pyramid. Three pixel locations in given image, shown with different
colors, have different prior information on scale and confidence. In our
approach, the scale and confidence priors are discovered automatically
which then provide a 1d scoring function at each pixel in the image, as
shown on right. By transforming the priors to each level of the pyramid,
the confidence for detection hypotheses is altered based on their consistency with the priors. Increasing the confidence of scale-consistent but
low-confidence hypotheses allows them to be detected without incurring
false positives in the rest of the image. Effectively, for a 2304  3072
image, this amounts to re-scoring all the 3:85 million hypotheses.

head planes (people sitting, standing). It should be a function of scales because a detection with a larger scale has its
neighbors at a larger distance than smaller detections.
Finally, since the scale information of high-confidence detections is more reliable, it should also be dependent on the
confidence, cq . We propose to use the following function:

i¼1

x;y ðVq Þ ¼ cq  exp 

3.2 The Scale and Confidence Priors
In a densely crowded image or video, human detection
becomes difficult primarily due to the smaller target size and
severe occlusions. But, the scale of a human in crowded scene
provides cue to what the scale should be in the immediate surrounding of the associated detection. We can transfer the
knowledge of scale from a point in scene to its surroundings
using the scale and confidence of that particular human detection. Fig. 2 illustrates this idea. Given scale and confidence priors, the confidence for detection hypotheses is altered to
reflect conformity with the priors. However, since both the
priors and detections are dependent on each other, this necessitates an iterative mechanism where the priors are improved
using given detections, and detections are improved using
updated priors. Next, we present one cycle of this iterative
procedure to discover priors and obtaining the detections.
Inferring scale and confidence priors from given detections.
For a detection Vq , let ðxq ; yq Þ denote its position in the
image, and sq and cq represent the scale and confidence,
respectively. Then, given a set of input detections, Vq ;
q ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Q, our goal is to infer the scale and confidence
at each location x ¼ ðx; yÞ in the image. All the detections
induce a local influence in terms of scale and confidence,
which can be captured with an Influence Function, induced
by every detection. Such a function should be dependent on
locations of input detections since scale-consistency is only
valid locally in most images depending on camera location,
number of ground planes (stairs, stadiums) or number of
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kx  xq k2 þ ky  yq k2
s 2  ð1 þ sq =rðHL=2 ÞÞ2

!
;

(2)

where s is the deviation along x and y axes, and rðHl Þ
returns the scale of a detection at level l in the pyramid.
From the above equation, it is evident that x;y is a function
of all three aspects of a detection, its location ðxq ; yq Þ, scale
sq and confidence cq . It also satisfies all the mentioned properties and, therefore, is a valid Influence Function. Furthermore, the detection that has the maximum value at the
location ðx; yÞ in the image, Vq , determines the value of
scale (Qs ) and confidence (Qc ) priors at that location, i.e.,
q ¼ argmax x;y ðVq Þ; 8q ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; Q;
q

Qc ðx; yÞ ¼ x;y ðVq Þ; Qs ðx; yÞ ¼ sq :

(3)

The confidence prior Qc at each location in the image is
just the maximum value of Influence Function. The scale
prior Qs is the scale of the particular detection that has the
maximum influence at that location. Fig. 3b shows the scale
prior for an image shown in Fig. 3a. It is similar to Voronoi
Diagram except each region is represented by a scale and
the distance-measure is the influence function , instead of
the euclidean distance.
Due to perspective effects, the scale of humans changes
from pixel to pixel, but its effect is usually gradual. While
the humans closer to the camera appear larger, the ones in
the background appear smaller. This consistency in scale is
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Fig. 3. Intermediate computations of scale and confidence priors: (a) The
scales and confidences from detections in an image are transformed into
a 2d graph. (b) The observed scale prior is obtained using Equation (3),
(c) which is then smoothed through MRF using Equation (4). The corresponding confidence prior is also shown in (d). Heat map is used in
(b)-(d) where brighter colors indicate larger values.

imposed by treating scales as random variables and placing
them in a Markov Random Field which enforces smoothness at nearby image locations. We model this using grid
MRF (inferred using Max-Product/Min-Sum BP [19]),
given by,
Eð‘Þ ¼

X

Fx ð‘x Þ þ

x2V

X

Cð‘x  ‘x0 Þ;

(4)

ðx;x0 Þ2N

where F; C are the unary and binary potentials and V; N
define vertices (pixel locations) and neighborhoods in the
graph, respectively. The labeling ‘ assigns a label (scale) at
every location x in the image. The data term, Fx , is quadratic, while smoothness term, C, is truncated quadratic.
Although the scale varies gradually due to perspective
effects, but due to particular viewpoints, there can exist
sharp discontinuities. These can also arise from false positives which are likely to be different in scale than correct
detections in a particular neighborhood. Thus, it is important to infer the scale prior while preserving the sharp discontinuities. The truncated quadratic cost for smoothness
allows us to achieve this objective. Figs. 4a and 4c show the
case of rapid scale change and that of scale-inconsistent
false positives, respectively. In both cases, the scale information was correctly captured using the proposed approach.
Altering confidences of detection hypotheses given priors.
Given priors, the confidences of detection hypotheses are
then re-evaluated, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The new confidence is the sum of confidence from the underlying human
detector plus the output of scoring function that measures
consistency of scale of the detection hypothesis with the
scale prior at that location weighed by the confidence prior,
confðVq Þ ¼ conf HD ðVq Þ



1
þ a  Qc ðxq ; yq Þ  exp  ksq  Qs ðxq ; yq Þk2 ;
b
(5)

where a; b are the parameters of the scoring function.
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Fig. 4. Intermediate results on inferred scales after smoothing: Two
images are shown in (a) and (c) whereas the inferred scale priors are
shown in (b) and (d), respectively. Truncated quadratic cost in Equation (4), allows us to handle sharp discontinuities in the scale field, likely
to happen at specific viewpoints and due to false positives. The image in
(a) has a fountain, where there is a gradual change in scale around it
(yellow arrow) but a sharp discontinuity across it (yellow bar). Similarly,
in (c), the initial set of detections had a false positive at traffic light larger
in size than the immediate neighbors. In both cases, the gradual change
in scale and discontinuities were preserved by MRF.

Transformations between priors and feature pyramid. From
implementation’s perspective, there are two important
transformations between scale and confidence priors and
each level in the feature pyramid. The first relates the x and
y coordinates in priors, ðxQ ; yQ Þ, which are the same size as
the image, to those in level l in the pyramid, ðxHl ; yHl Þ, and
is given by,
2
32 3
rðHl Þ


xQ
0
w0 þ 1
xHl
rðHl0 Þk
54 yQ 5;
¼4
(6)
rðHl Þ
yHl
0
rðH Þk h0 þ 1
1
l0

where k is the block size used for constructing HOG, w0 ; h0
are the width and height of root filter F0 , and rðHl Þ is the
scale at level l. The second transformation relates the scale
in the image or priors to that of each level in the feature pyramid. The 1  1 mapping that relates size of detection (root
template) at image/prior scale to the level l in the pyramid
is given by,
s¼

wo  h0  k
 1:
rðHl Þ=rðHl0 Þ

(7)

In case, we desire to measure the scale of detections in terms
of some specific part instead of the root template, for instance
the one corresponding to head, we can replace w0 ; h0 with
dimensions of that filter in Equation (7), and in image space
compute the area of bounding box associated with that part.
However, since responses to part filters are computed at
twice the resolution, Hl must be replaced with Hlþ .
The above procedure describes details for one iteration of
prior inference and human detection. Fig. 5 quantifies the
improvement obtained using the priors at each iteration, as
well as the results of baseline [18] and combinations-ofparts detection which is presented in next section. The
results are evaluated using only the heads to discard
the effect of bounding box sizes. There is very little
improvement after third iteration, so we used three iterations in our experiments. The results improve over
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Fig. 5. This graph shows the improvement in performance obtained
using the priors over three iterations. The y and x axes show precision
and recall, respectively. The curve without the priors is in blue, while the
curve with the priors after iterations is in red. Also shown are the results
of global scale priors in greens. Details of experimental setup are
in Section 4.

iterations because 1) the correct detections typically have
high confidence, and therefore, more influence on their surroundings, 2) the scoring function increases confidence of
only those detection hypotheses that are consistent with the
scale prior which is smoothed and inferred using many
detections from the previous iteration. 3) Although the
detections are pre-processed to remove outliers (median
filtering) in terms of scale, even if some scale-inconsistent
false positive gets through, the discontinuity-preserving
MRF ensures that its impact remains restricted. In addition,
we report results of global head plane estimation with least
squares (LS) in light green and robust LS using RANSAC
(RLS) in dark green. Robust LS improves results over baseline but proposed method still outperforms either method
of head plane estimation, primarily due to violation of single ground / head plane assumption in many images and
re-scoring of all hypotheses before they are selected for output. In Fig. 6, we show how the priors yield impressive
results in an image containing extremely dense crowd. For
clarity, all detections are shown with the bounding boxes
for heads. Interestingly, even the false positives (shown in
black) also occur at the correct scale, i.e., at the scale of the
neighboring true positives (shown in white).

3.3 Combination-of-Parts (CoP) Detection
Since a human detector always looks for a complete human,
it yields low confidences for individuals who are partially
visible. To detect such occluded humans in the image, we
can lower the threshold, but that incurs false positives
which may have higher confidences than the correct but
partially visible humans. And since we are dealing with
crowded images characterized by severe occlusions, this
phenomenon becomes significant. The solution is to detect
multiple combinations of parts, which depending on the
visibility of parts of an individual, will correspondingly
give higher confidence detections. For our approach, we use
four different combinations: head Ch , head and shoulders
Cs , upper body Cu and full body Cf . We modified the DPM
implementation to detect different combinations of parts by
ignoring the filter and deformation scores of excluded parts
in each combination. Excluding certain parts affects the
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Fig. 6. Results after using scale-consistency and combinations-of-parts
detection on an image containing almost 3; 000 people. The result is 82 percent precision at 60 percent recall evaluated only on heads. White bounding boxes signify true positives, whereas black represents false positives.

Latent SVM bias, since the scores from those parts are not
included in the final confidence. In the following treatment,
we present a method to divide Latent SVM bias into component parts, which are then used to create CoP detectors.
The bias b in Eq. (1) in Latent SVM [18] is optimized such
that confidences of positive examples are greater than 0,
while those of negative examples are less than 0. This means
that the bias balances the sum of filter and deformation
scores from different parts among the positive and negative
examples. Therefore, we divide the bias into constituent
parts by averaging the contribution of each part to the positive and negative examples while ensuring that the sum of
part biases sums to the Latent SVM bias b. Let j and k index
positive and negative training examples, respectively. Then,
the sum of confidences from the N þ positive examples
using Eq. (1) is given by,
!
Nþ
n
n
X
X
X
þ
0
j j
Fi :fðH ; pi Þ
di :fd ðdxj ; dyj Þ þ b : (8)
S ¼
i¼0

j¼1

i

i¼1

i

Similarly, the sum of confidences from all negative examples is given by,
!
N
n
n
X
X


 k k X

0
Fi :f H ; pi 
di :fd dxk ; dyk þ b : (9)
S ¼
i¼0

k¼1

i

i¼1

i

Isolating the bias by multiplying Eq. (8) with S  , Eq. (9)
with S þ , and subtracting former from the latter,
ðS  N þ  S þ N  Þb
¼S

þ

N
n
X
X
k¼1

S



Fi0 :f

H

k

; pki





i¼0

Nþ
n
X
X
j¼1



i¼0

n
X



di :fd dxk ; dyk
i

i¼1
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(10)

Now, we simply decompose the bias into parts bi under
P
the assumption b ¼ ni¼0 bi . Define % ¼ S  N þ  S þ N  . For
deformable parts i 2 1; . . . ; n we have,
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and for root filter i ¼ 0,


bi ¼

þ

N 
N 
 S  X



Sþ X
Fi0 :f H k ; pki 
F 0 :f H j ; pji :
% k¼1
% j¼1 i

(12)

The bias for CoP detectorP
C is the sum of bias of its constituent parts, given by bC ¼ fijpi 2Cg bi .
The above procedure allows us to detect combinations of
different body parts without requiring annotations for
them. This advantageous outcome is due to Latent SVM as
it infers the location of body parts using training examples
when only provided with full-body annotations. Furthermore, although we have found the equivalence between different combinations at zero threshold, d ¼ 0, the CoP
detectors have different sensitivities to changes in d. For
that, we find the linear relationship between confidences of
CoP detectors and the full-body detector using the confidences obtained on N þ positive examples.

3.4 Global Occlusion Reasoning (GOR)
Using the approach described in previous section, we obtain
a dense set of CoP detections along with the scores of
constituent parts. Although CoP detection significantly
improves recall especially for partially visible humans, it
adds a layer of complexity to the detection task. On one
hand, we can have multiple detections at each location in
the image due to outputs from the different CoP detectors.
Also since the bounding boxes are placed by each CoP detector without taking into consideration nearby individuals, the
resulting detections have significant overlap. On the other
hand, it is possible that the bounding box does not cover an
individual entirely, due to a relatively higher confidence
generated by a CoP detector with fewer parts. Thus, we propose to infer the correct bounding boxes for all the individuals in the scene through occlusion reasoning whose goal is to
expand and contract the bounding boxes so that they only
but entirely cover the visible parts of the respective individuals. And due to cyclic dependencies among humans in
crowds (A occluding B, B occluding C, ...), we pose occlusion
reasoning as part-visibility inference problem for all individuals in an image which can be solved in a global fashion
through Binary Integer Programming (BIP) given by,
argmin f T z s:t: Az  b; z 2 f0; 1gQn ;

(13)

z

where f contains preferences (based on scores) associated
with selecting the corresponding variables in z, which for
our problem index over Qn parts from all the Q detections
in an image. Independent of the output of CoP detectors, all
parts go into the minimization. The scores of parts contributing to CoP detection are increased by the mean confidence
over different CoP detections, while rest of the parts are
given the raw scores obtained using the full-body detector.
Taking the negative of these values gives us the desired f.

Fig. 7. Linear constraints for Binary Integer Programming: Left shows the
DPM model for a single person and the respective part numbers (from
model trained on INRIA person dataset). To ensure all parts selected by
IP are contiguous, we use chain constraints between parts as shown
with different colors. Similarly, models for two occluding persons are
shown on right. The overlap constraints ensure that the occluded parts
are rejected by the algorithm, thus giving bounding boxes consisting of
visible parts only.

However, this would output entire humans whether they
are occluded or not. To get non-trivial solutions, we introduce several linear constraints. The first one is based on
overlap i.e., if two parts from different individuals have significant overlap, then only one of them should be selected.
A single constraint is of the form,

0 . . . 1oði;jÞ>v . . . 0 1oði;jÞ>v . . . 0 z  ½ 1 ; (14)
where oði; jÞ is the overlap of part i with part j from two different detections, obtained by dividing the overlap between
i and j with the total area of i and j. The indicator function
outputs 1 if overlap is greater than v. The constraint states
that the overlap between two parts which are selected
should be less than w, and if it exceeds w, one of the parts
should be set to invisible. Each of these constraints forms a
row in the matrix A and vector b in Eq. (13).
Overlap constraints alone may result in degenerate solutions, where parts from the head and legs are selected by
the optimization while those belonging to shoulders or
abdomen are deselected. To alleviate this, we introduce
chain constraints which ensure that only contiguous parts
of all individuals are selected by the optimization. For a single detection Vq , let its corresponding part visibility variables be given by zq . Using the part numbers given in Fig. 7,
the chain constraints are given by Bzq  071 where,
2

1
6 1
6
6 0
6
B¼6
6 0
6 0
6
4 0
0

3
0 1
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
1
0
0 07
7
0 0
0 1 0
1 07
7
0 1 0
0
1
0 07
7:
0 0
1
0 1 1 0 7
7
1 0 1 0
0
0 05
0 0 1 0
0
0 1

(15)

Thus, we have one such set of constraints per detection
where each matrix essentially enforces the condition that
the part below in a detection should only be selected, if the
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Fig. 8. Results of Occlusion Reasoning: Two individuals are shown in (a)
with their bounding boxes for root and deformable parts. (b) After reasoning for occlusion, only visible parts are selected, thus resulting in
better localization.

part above is also selected. These constraints are generated
automatically by traversing the human model from top to
bottom. The relationship between parts 4, 6 and 7 is different from the rest, that is the part 4 can be selected if either
part 6 or 7 is selected. For all the detections, chain constraints are written as diagðBÞz  0Qn1 where diag operator
constructs a block-diagonal matrix using the argument with
all other entries set to zero. Finally, the last set of constraints
ensure that the output of CoP detectors are not violated. We
allow inclusion of new parts immediately below those
selected by a CoP detector, for instance, head and shoulders
detection Cs is allowed to become upper-body Cu , whereas
the parts further below are hardwired to zero. Although the
problem is NP-hard, exact inference is possible for our problem size, as z has Qn  1 dimensions, and overlap constraints only occur between neighboring detections. We
used IBM CPLEX to solve the BIP problem. Fig. 8 shows the
results where initial bounding boxes of human and parts
are shown in Fig. 8a while results of occlusion reasoning are
shown in Fig. 8b.

4

EXPERIMENTS

We performed experiments on a challenging set of 108
crowd images, downloaded from Flickr. The images cover a
variety of scenes and crowd densities, as some are sparse
while other are dense. Some of the images depict marathons
containing humans in standing poses, while other images
are of parks and exhibit more difficult poses. Similarly,
severity of occlusion also varies, as in some images, full
body detection is possible, while in others, only heads are
visible. We manually annotated the images for both heads
and visible parts of humans. In total, there are
35; 000
bounding boxes for head and human each, making UCFHDDC1 one of the largest and challenging dataset for
Human Detection in Dense Crowds. There are two reasons
for annotating heads separately from humans: 1) head
bounding boxes can be converted to dotted annotations
which mark presence of a human, and thus makes the annotations useful for counting in dense crowds. 2) In dense
crowds, heads offer a much better estimate of detection
accuracy as evaluation on human bounding boxes quantifies
the quality of bounding boxes produced as well. The actual
number of human annotations for each image are shown in
Fig. 9. This dataset differs from the counting dataset in [25]
which only has dotted annotations instead of bounding
boxes since the goal in [25] was counting and not detection.
1. http://crcv.ucf.edu/data/UCF_HDDC.php

1993

Fig. 9. Statistics on the proposed UCF-HDDC dataset: On x-axis is the
image id, while y-axis shows the number of human annotations in the
image. The four green bars at the end have counts of 1; 276, 1; 852,
2; 816 and 2; 845, respectively.

We trained the human detector on INRIA person dataset
[8], and used it directly on the proposed dataset. The biases
bC for CoP detectors were also computed on INRIA. For
experiments, we used 100 images for testing and eight for
validation. The parameters a ¼ 0:4, b ¼ 225 and s ¼ 300
were set on the validation set while overlap ratio was arbitrarily defined to v ¼ 0:1. We used the same value of v for
quantitative evaluation as well, i.e., using 10 percent overlap. The method is robust to changes in MRF and Influence
Function parameters, with 50 percent change resulting in 1
percent drop in precision at 40 percent recall. However,
25 percent change in a and b results in almost 4 percent
drop in average precision.

4.1 Qualitative Results
Before we present quantitative results, we visualize the
improvements obtained by the three ideas presented in this
paper in Fig. 10. In this figure, green bounding boxes represent false negatives, black boxes show false positives, while
the colored (red to yellow) bounding boxes represent true
positives, where brighter colors signify greater overlap with
ground truth annotations. The first row shows the gain in
performance obtained using the proposed CoP detectors,
shown in Fig. 10b, over the full-body human detector,
shown in Fig. 10a. Results in both images are shown at
80 percent precision, thus, a higher recall means better performance. The additional humans that were detected are
highlighted with yellow arrows. The second row shows the
improvement by using scale and confidence priors in addition to CoP detection. The bounding boxes corresponding
to heads are shown for clearer visualization. These images
also depict results at 80 percent precision, new detections
being highlighted by yellow arrows. The third row presents
some results of improvement using Global Occlusion Reasoning in addition to CoP detectors and priors. The bounding boxes in the Fig. 10f have much less overlap with each
other than those in Fig. 10e. Again, the yellow arrows highlight the improvements—the locations where the occlusion
reasoning improved the quality of bounding boxes, the
yellow-in-red arrows show the false positives which were
removed as a result of reasoning, while red arrows shows a
failure case where bounding box became worse. Still, the
improvements outnumber the deteriorations, and thus leading to an overall increase in accuracy as suggested by quantitative analysis presented in the next section. Final results
on three complete images are shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 10. This figure visualizes the improvements using the three aspects of the proposed approach. Green boxes show false alarms, black represent
false positives, while colors in the red to yellow range represent correct detections. In the first row, we show the improvement obtained by using
combinations-of-parts detection. Results in both images are shown at the same precision, thus, a higher recall means better performance (shown
with yellow arrows). The second row shows gain in performance obtained by using priors in addition to CoP detection. For clarity, only bounding
boxes for heads are drawn. Similarly, the last row shows the results of Global Occlusion Reasoning. Yellow arrows indicate improved boxes, yellowin-red arrows highlight false positives that were removed, while red arrow shows a box that worsened after GOR.

4.2 Quantitative Results
Fig. 11 shows quantitative results of the proposed method
evaluated with human bounding boxes using Precision vs.
Recall, Miss Rate vs. false positives per image (FPPI), and
Multiple Object Detection Precision or MODP. For the first
two, we used an overlap of 10 percent, whereas MODP has
overlap threshold as the x-axis obtained at 35 percent recall.
The first two graphs show that on average, each module of
proposed approach improves the performance, with scale
and confidence priors and CoP detectors being equally crucial to increase in performance. On the other hand, MODP
measures the quality of bounding boxes irrespective of false
positives and negatives. The improvement from LatSVMv4
to CoP detectors in terms of MODP is obvious as it is able to
pick up occluded humans while incurring fewer false positives. The improvement from CoP detectors to priors is due
to change in proportion of true positives to false positives.
Since priors reduce the hypotheses space, it reduces the relative number of false positives, which typically occur at random scales and may overlap with annotations. Similarly,

since we used exactly the same bounding boxes for occlusion reasoning as were made available after priors,
improved MODP suggests that occlusion reasoning results
in better localization of detections.

4.3 Density-Based Analysis
To test the robustness and contributions of the three
aspects of our method with respect to size of crowd, we
performed a density-based analysis in Fig. 12. Here, we
simplify the notion of density which refers to the number
of humans per image rather than number of people per
unit area in real world which is difficult to ascertain.
Thus, we sorted the images according to number of annotations, and divided them into four groups: low, medium,
high and extreme. In Fig. 12, the first row shows representative images with median counts for each density
group. The number of images and some statistics on the
number of humans in each group is presented below the
median images. Finally, the precision-recall curves are
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Fig. 11. These graphs show the quantitative results highlighting the contributions of the three different aspects of the proposed approach. Curves in
violet-blue show the results of LatSVMv4 [18] (baseline), blue represents CoP detection, orange depicts improvements from priors, whereas red
highlights the improvements from Global Occlusion Reasoning.

shown at the bottom of the figure. The curves offer
important observations with respect to the three modules.
The performance of CoP detection improves with increasing density, simply because humans in high-density
undergo more occlusions. The scale and confidence priors
give consistent improvement upon CoP detectors across
all densities, which is around 15 percent. This means that
scale and context is important at all densities. However,
occlusion reasoning does not improve at extreme densities, which may be due to the bias of CoP detectors
towards combinations with fewer parts for this density.
Occlusion reasoning for this group only results in tighter
boxes, not affecting the overlap with the predominantly
small boxes in annotation, and thus, is not likely to show
a noticeable improvement in precision.

4.4 Comparison
We compared the output of the proposed method to several
other human detectors. We used the available pre-trained
codes provided by the authors. Many work reasonably well
in low to high density, but their performance deteriorates

on extremely dense images due to severe occlusion. The
comparison is shown in Fig. 14 which also shows the Mean
Average Precisions along with abbreviated titles.
We used LatSVMv4 [18] as our underlying detection
module trained on INRIA person dataset. There are several
methods which outperform [18] on this dataset, but still, the
proposed approach is able to perform better than all of the
other methods. From Fig. 14, we see that at 35 percent recall,
the difference between the precisions of proposed and stateof-the-art methods is almost 15 percent. We believe using
CN-HOG [26], which is also based on LatSVM, as underlying detection module will further improve the performance
of our approach.
Furthermore, it is important to realize that the recall of
proposed method is upper-bounded by that of CoP detection, which in turn is dependent on the underlying human
detector (LatSVMv4 in our case). It is simply not possible to
obtain more detections through the priors or occlusion reasoning than the underlying detection mechanism employed.
For this dataset, recall curve hits the asymptote at around
50 percent which is low. Although this is due to the challenging nature of this dataset, we believe in order to obtain better

Fig. 12. Density-based analysis: The evaluation on four different densities - low, medium, high and extreme. This figure shows the median image
from each density, some statistics on the number of humans, followed by precision-recall curves for LatSVMv4 (baseline), CoP detection, scale and
confidence priors and global occlusion reasoning. The addition in # images differentiates images in test and validation set.
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Fig. 13. In this figure, white bounding boxes signify true detections (TP), black boxes indicate false alarms (FP), while green represents missdetections (FN). In (a), the crowd is sparse with humans inclined at an angle due to camera position. In (b), the humans appear in varied poses,
whereas (c) is characterized by severe occlusions. The proposed approach gives excellent results for all three scenarios.

performance for human detection in dense crowds, future
research must be directed at improving CoP detectors.

4.5 Failure Cases
Due to crowded and challenging nature of the dataset, there
are several failure cases. First, we highlight two cases where
human or CoP detection is difficult. The first is related to

low resolution. Fig. 15a shows a small patch which is
1=400th the size of original image. Humans in this region
become extremely blurred resulting in weak edges and
deteriorated HOG-based detection, however the patches are
still annotatable by humans. The human size also becomes
small, causing issues for DPM as it has a lower limit on
detectable part size at 23  23 pixels. The camera position

Fig. 14. This figure shows the comparison of proposed method (red) with several other human detection methods. The methods (training dataset)
include C4 (INRIA) [47], CHNFTRS (INRIA) [13], CN-HOG (PASCAL VOC 07,09 & Cartoon) [26], CTF (INRIA, PASCAL VOC 07) [35], FFLD
(PASCAL VOC 07) [16], FPDW (INRIA) [12], HIKSVM (INRIA, Daimler-Chrysler) [29], HOGLBP (INRIA) [43], MPD (Extended INRIA) [33], JDN
(Caltech, ETH) [32] in addition to LatSVMv4 (INRIA) [18]. The proposed method (INRIA) outperforms all methods on both measures despite using
an underlying detector [18] with lower performance than comparison methods.
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challenging direction that will have far-reaching consequences to all applications of visual crowd analysis especially
safety and surveillance.
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